Idesco launches new access control system, Access 8 CD 5 2.0 reader in its AESCO package
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Idesco, the first manufacturer in the world to offer encrypted card-reader-host communication, has transformed the weakest link in access control systems into the strongest. The Access 8 CD 5 2.0 reader – now available to order - is merely the foundation of Idesco’s revolutionary new AESCO package.

AESCO won’t stop at lifting the security of access control to an unprecedentedly secure level. For what’s most innovative about AESCO is that it is an OPEN TECHNOLOGY solution - it can applied to an existing controller system without requiring any changes to it! It even streamlines the system’s migration up to paramount security by providing one with a convenient and speedy migration station for their entire population of transponders. Naturally, AESCO will also offer a variety of migration pathways into this new pinnacle of card-reader-host encryption.